Comparison of Mechanical Behavior and Acoustic Emission Characteristics of Three Thermally-Damaged Rocks
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Abstract: High temperature treatment has a significant influence on the mechanical behavior and the associated microcracking characteristic of rocks. A good understanding of the thermal damage effects on rock behavior is helpful for design and stability evaluation of engineering structures in the geothermal field. This paper studies the mechanical behavior and the acoustic emission (AE) characteristic of three typical rocks (i.e., sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous), with an emphasis on how the difference in rock type (i.e., porosity and mineralogical composition) affects the rock behavior in response to thermal damage. Compression tests are carried out on rock specimens which are thermally damaged and AE monitoring is conducted during the compression tests. The mechanical properties including P-wave velocity, compressive strength, and Young’s modulus for the three rocks are found to generally show a decreasing trend as the temperature applied to the rock increases. However, these mechanical properties for quartz sandstone first increase to a certain extent and then decrease as the treatment temperature increases, which is mainly attributed to the high porosity of quartz sandstone. The results obtained from stress–strain curve, failure mode, and AE characteristic also show that the failure of quartz-rich rock (i.e., quartz sandstone and granite) is more brittle when compared with that of calcite-rich rock (i.e., marble). However, the ductility is enhanced to some extent as the treatment temperature increases for all the three examined rocks. Due to high brittleness of quartz sandstone and granite, more AE activities can be detected during loading and the recorded AE activities mostly accumulate when the stress approaches the peak strength, which is quite different from the results of marble.
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1. Introduction

With increasing energy demand, it is urgent in the present world to exploit new energy resources aside from fossil energy. Geothermal energy is a renewable and environment-friendly energy source which has gained much attention in recent years [1–4]. In order to exploit and use the geothermal energy efficiently, it is important to comprehensively investigate the mechanical characteristics and the associated thermal cracking mechanism of rocks under/after exposure to high temperature. A good understanding of high temperature effects on rock performance will help design and maintain long-term safety of engineering structures in geothermal energy systems.

The influence of high temperature on the physical and mechanical behavior of bedrocks in geothermal field has been systematically studied in recent years using laboratory testing methods.
It is found from the results from these laboratory studies that many physical and mechanical characteristics are largely affected by thermal damage. For example, the color of rocks after thermal treatment would generally become dark as a result of mineral transformations [5–7]. Li et al. [8] proposed to use colorimetry as a simple but effective method to assess fire damage of rocks. The hardness is found to generally weaken as the temperature applied to the rocks is gradually increased [9–12]. Similarly, with an increase in the applied temperature, the P-wave velocity showed a decreasing trend [13–15]. This was mainly associated with the microcracks generated by the thermal expansion of minerals [16,17]. As two important parameters in rock engineering design, the Young’s modulus [18–22] and compressive strength [23–27] were also found to generally decrease as the treatment temperature increased. Some researchers also studied the tensile strength of rocks after thermal treatment and found that the tensile strength decreased with increasing temperature applied to rocks [28,29]. Nasseri et al. [30] conducted laboratory tests to examine the relation between fracture toughness and thermal damage. Their results revealed that the fracture toughness gradually decreased as the applied temperature was increased. On the other hand, the permeability were found to generally increase with increasing temperature in the treatment [31,32]. The relation between dynamic properties of rocks and thermal damage were also investigated by some researchers and it was found that the dynamic characteristics were also significantly influenced by thermal damage [33,34]. The investigated rocks in the above studies included granite, marble, sandstone, limestone, gabbro, claystone, calcarenite, etc. However, due to the differences in mineralogical composition, grain size distribution, degree of weathering, and microstructures, the obtained physical and mechanical responses for various rock types were different.

Many microscopic observation techniques have been used in recent years to elucidate the microcracking mechanism associated with thermal damage. These techniques include acoustic emission (AE) [35–37] and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [38–40]. The results from these microscopic observation techniques showed that the decrease of rock macroproperties with the increase of thermal damage is to a large extent attributed to the development of microcracks inside the rock specimen [41–43]. In general, two kinds of thermally-induced microcracks can be found in rock due to the applied thermal stress which are usually named as thermal gradient microcrack and thermal cycling microcrack [44]. The thermal gradient microcracks are mainly associated with the inhomogeneous strain field which is generated by the non-uniform temperature applied to the rock. The thermal cycling microcracks are related to the mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients of the different minerals constituting the rock. Under low temperature conditions, most of the thermally-generated microcracks were along the grain boundaries. As the applied temperature increased, the intra-granular cracking were found to be intensive and the generated intragranular microcracks had a large effect on the rock macroproperties [45–47]. For crystalline rocks, the thermally-generated cracks were found to mainly develop at the boundaries of quartz [48]. This is mainly due to the fact that the thermal expansion coefficient of quartz is obviously larger than that of other minerals [49]. To better understand the influence of high temperature on the physical and mechanical property and more importantly the associated microcracking mechanism, this study experimentally investigates the mechanical behavior and the AE characteristic of three typical rocks forming under different geological environments (i.e., quartz sandstone, marble, and granite). Compression tests are carried out on rock specimens which are exposed to different high temperatures. During the compression tests, the AE technique is applied to monitor the AE signals in the entire loading process. The influences of thermal damage on the mechanical property and the AE characteristic of the three rocks are then compared and examined. Since the mineral composition and texture of the three rocks are different, the main focus of this study is elucidate how the difference in the rock type affects the mechanical behavior and the AE characteristics.
2. Materials and Methodology

2.1. Description of Rock Specimen

The rocks studied in this paper are quartz sandstone, marble, and granite. The quartz sandstone was collected from the reservoir region of the Three Gorges project, Zigui City, China. A rock block with the dimension of 400 mm in length, 300 mm in width, and 200 mm in height was collected and shipped to Wuhan University, China for specimen preparation and testing. The marble was collected from a copper mine in Zhenping City, China and a massive rock block with the dimension of 600 mm in length, 500 mm in width, and 150 mm in height was collected. The physical and mechanical properties of the marble with different degrees of thermal damage were previously investigated by Rong et al. [17] and the results of the marble are discussed in this paper for comparison. The granite was collected from a mine in Suizhou City, China. The collected rock block has a length of 280 mm, a width of 200 mm, and a height of 200 mm.

The Zigui quartz sandstone has a clastic texture. It is relatively isotropic and no visible fractures could be found in the rock sample. The grain size ranges from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm, which is classified as fine-to-medium grained. The rock is mainly composed of quartz, feldspar, mica, calcite, and clay. The grain size is in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 mm and its mean value is about 2 mm. The rock is classified as coarse-grained. The texture is found to be generally isotropic and there is no obvious foliation. The Suizhou granite is a plutonic acid igneous rock, which has a porphyritic texture. The rock is mainly composed of quartz and feldspar, with small amount of mica, hornblende, and pyroxene. The grain size ranges from 2.0 mm to 4.0 mm.

To ensure the properties of the examined rock specimens are generally the same for each rock type, all rock specimens of each rock type are drilled out from the same rock block. The drilling is along the short dimension of the rock block and the inner diameter of the coring bit is about 50 mm. All specimens are cut to have a length of 100 mm and the height-to-diameter is approximately 2. Ends of the prepared specimens are then ground to be smooth [50]. Figure 1 shows the prepared specimens for the three typical rocks. All prepared rock specimens are air-dried and maintained in a chamber for the following thermal treatment and laboratory tests.
The physical properties of the three typical rocks are measured before laboratory testing. Table 1 summarizes the measured physical properties. These physical parameters are determined using the methods recommended by ISRM [50]. It is found that the quartz sandstone has the largest porosity and the corresponding P-wave velocity is much lower when compared with that of the other rocks.

### Table 1. Physical properties of the specimens of three typical rocks before thermal treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Type</th>
<th>Bulk Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Grain Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Saturation Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Total Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Effective Porosity (%)</th>
<th>P-Wave Velocity (km/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quartz Sandstone</td>
<td>2.402</td>
<td>2.672</td>
<td>2.463</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>4.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble</td>
<td>2.699</td>
<td>2.720</td>
<td>2.702</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>5.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granite</td>
<td>2.823</td>
<td>2.861</td>
<td>2.831</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>5.430</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. Experimental Procedure

In this study heating was applied using a resistance furnace. As shown in Figure 2a, the heating device is composed of a control cabinet and a container. The maximum temperature for the furnace is 1200 °C and the rated power is about 10 kW. The thermal treating procedure is presented in Figure 2b. Firstly, the specimens are heated in the furnace to a predetermined temperature with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Once the predetermined temperature is reached, all specimens are still kept in the furnace for about 4h. Afterwards, the specimens are taken out of the furnace till the room temperature is reached. Several groups of temperatures are examined in this study for different rock types. The temperatures investigated for the quartz sandstone are 25 °C (room temperature),...
200 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C, and 1000 °C. The examined temperatures for the marble are 25 °C, 200 °C, 400 °C, and 600 °C. The temperatures for the granite are 25 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C, and 800 °C. The maximum predetermined temperature for marble is lower when compared that of the other two rocks. This is because if a marble specimen is heated to a higher temperature (i.e., 800 °C), the specimen can be easily destroyed with bare hand.

Figure 2. Heating device and procedure for thermal treatment. (a) A box-type resistance furnace; and (b) Thermal treating procedure used in this study.

The compression tests in this study were performed using a hydraulic servo-controlled test system, which consists of a pressure chamber, a loading frame, and the measurement and control electronics (see Figure 3a). The maximum confining pressure for the testing machine is about 100 MPa, with the maximum load capacity of 300 kN. The ranges of measurement for axial and lateral displacement transducers are 8 and 4 mm, respectively. Before compression tests, both displacement transducers are carefully calibrated. In the present study, the quartz sandstone and marble specimens are tested under uniaxial loading and the granite specimens are tested under triaxial loading with a confining pressure of 10 MPa. Under uniaxial loading, an axial displacement-controlled loading is applied to the rock specimens with a loading rate of 0.075 mm/min. Under triaxial loading, the confining pressure is first applied using a loading rate of 0.25 MPa/s and the specimens are then loaded to failure with a loading rate of 0.075 mm/min.

Figure 3. Machine for compression tests with AE monitoring. (a) Overview of the compression system; (b) AE setup for uniaxial compression tests; and (c) AE setup for triaxial compression tests.
During the compression tests, AE detection model PCI-2 is used to monitor the AE signals and the used AE transducers are piezoceramic-type. The resonance frequency of the AE transducers ranges from 100 to 400 kHz. A detection threshold is set to be 50 dB and the gain value for pre-amplifier is set to be 40 dB. This is to ensure an effective detection of AE signals while minimizing the influence of background noise on the recorded AE results.

In uniaxial compression tests, four AE transducers are used and directly mounted onto the surface of the specimen. As shown in Figure 3b, two AE transducers are detached in the upper part of the specimen and the other two are detached in the lower part of the specimen. The height of the AE transducers is about 1/4 of the height in the specimen (i.e., 25 mm). An orthogonal layout can ensure a good coverage of the whole specimen. In addition, a layer of white Vaseline is used between the contact of the AE transducer and the specimen surface, which can ensure a good acoustic coupling. In order to fix the transducers, two loops of rubber band is used. The width of the rubber band is basically the same as the diameter of the AE transducer. Prior to testing, pencil lead fracture tests are conducted to check the coupling between specimen surface and AE transducers. In the pencil lead fracture test, a minimum amplitude of 95 dB is guaranteed, which indicates an effective coupling. In triaxial compression tests, because the used AE transducer cannot sustain high pressure in the triaxial cell, two AE transducers are symmetrically installed in the front and back of the triaxial cell surface, with a height equal to the center of the specimen (see Figure 3c).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Behavior

3.1.1. P-Wave Velocity

Wave velocity is a parameter which is sensitive to the microcracks residing inside the rock specimen. This parameter is generally used to quantitatively assess the thermally-induced microcrack damage. In this study, P-wave velocities of rock specimens of different types after exposure to different treatment temperatures are measured using an ultrasonic pulse transmission technique. The P-wave velocity is measured along the long axis of the specimen. Two transducers are fixed in the center of each end of the specimen. Similarly to the AE monitoring, Vaseline is used in the contact of the transducers and the specimen. This is to ensure that the energy can be effectively transferred between the transducers and the specimen. In the P-wave velocity measurements, a frequency of 1 MHz is used for the waves. In addition, the transducers are calibrated prior to the tests. To have a reliable results, P-wave velocity is tested five times for each specimen.

Variations of P-wave velocities of different rocks with treatment temperatures are presented in Figure 4. It is seen that P-wave velocities of the three rocks are significantly affected by the thermal treatment. As the temperature in the treatment gradually increases, the P-wave velocities generally present a decreasing trend. For marble and granite specimens, the P-wave velocities show a monotonous decrease as the treatment temperature increases. The P-wave velocity decreases by 87.0% and 80.1% respectively for marble and granite at the maximum treatment temperature when compared with those for specimens without thermal treatment. For quartz sandstone, the P-wave velocity first increases to some extent under low treatment temperature and then decreases dramatically as the applied temperature increases.
When the treatment temperature is low, this is why the P-wave velocity of marble and granite shows a monotonous decrease in response to the change of the treatment temperature. The phenomenon is also mainly associated with the formation and microstructure of the examined rocks. A temporary crack closure may occur at quartz sandstone when it is thermally treated with low temperature due to its high porosity. The results reveal that the rock strength behavior is also very sensitive to the porosity of the examined rock. It should be noted that because the granite specimens are loaded under a confining pressure of 10 MPa, the peak strength of granite is much higher when compared with those of marble and quartz sandstone.

3.1.2. Strength and Modulus

The variations of peak strength in response to the change of the treatment temperature are presented in Figure 5a. It is seen that the thermal treatment generally weakens the peak strength of different rocks. For marble and granite, a monotonous decrease of peak strength with increasing treatment temperature can be observed, which is similar to the results of the P-wave velocity. The peak strength decreases by 44.4% and 33.3%, respectively, for marble and granite at the maximum treatment temperature when compared with those for specimens without thermal treatment. On the other hand, the peak strength for quartz sandstone is found to increase first with low temperature (i.e., lower than 200 °C) in the treatment and decreases dramatically with an increase in the treatment temperature. The phenomenon is also mainly associated with the formation and microstructure of the examined rocks. A temporary crack closure may occur at quartz sandstone when it is thermally treated with low temperature due to its high porosity. The results reveal that the rock strength behavior is also very sensitive to the porosity of the examined rock. It should be noted that because the granite specimens are loaded under a confining pressure of 10 MPa, the peak strength of granite is much higher when compared with those of marble and quartz sandstone.
The peak strength results show that the weakening behavior of Young’s modulus for different rock types is slightly different. The Young’s modulus of marble and granite monotonously decreases with an increase in the treatment temperature. However, like the peak strength results, the weakening behavior of Young’s modulus for different rock types is slightly different. The Young’s modulus of marble and granite monotonously decreases with an increase in the treatment temperature. The Young’s modulus decreases by 73.0% and 47.8%, respectively, for marble and granite at the maximum treatment temperature when compared with those for specimens without thermal treatment. On the other hand, the Young’s modulus for quartz sandstone first increases with low temperature in the treatment and then decreases dramatically with an increase in the treatment temperature, which is associated with the temporary crack closure resulted from its high porosity.

3.1.3. Stress–Strain Relation

The stress–strain relations of different rocks after treatment with different temperatures are also compared and examined. Figure 6 presents the complete stress–strain relations of quartz sandstone under different treatment temperatures. The results show that the thermal treatment significantly affects the stress–strain relations. When the treatment temperature is lower than 400 °C, the initial deformation stage is found to be elastic linear (see Figure 6a). However, when the treatment temperature is higher than 600 °C, the nonlinearity in the initial deformation stage of the stress–strain curve is greatly increased. The increase in nonlinearity of the initial deformation stage is an indicator to characterize the thermally-induced microcrack damage inside the rock specimen [51]. The results indicate that many microcracks have been generated inside the rock specimen when the treatment temperature is higher than 600 °C, which is mainly associated with the phase transformation of quartz mineral. The maximum volumetric deformation during loading of quartz sandstone is found to generally increase as the treatment temperature increases (see Figure 6b). Because more microcracks are generated inside the rock specimen with an increase in the treatment temperature, the compression capacity is more prominent in specimens after thermal treatment with a higher temperature, leading to a larger volumetric deformation under compression.

Figure 5. Variation of (a) rock strength and (b) Young’s modulus of the examined rocks in this study with treatment temperature.
The nonlinearity in the initial deformation stage of specimen after treatment with 800 °C is much prominent when compared with that of specimen after treatment with lower temperature. The results reveal that the thermally-induced microcracks become more prominent with the increase in the treatment temperature. It is also seen that the maximum volumetric deformation of marble specimen generally increase as the treatment temperature increases.

Figure 7 shows the stress–strain relations of granite under different treatment temperatures. Similarly to the results of quartz sandstone and marble, the nonlinearity in the initial deformation stage of the stress–strain curve is found to gradually increase as the treatment temperature increases. The results also show that the maximum volumetric deformation of granite specimen generally increases with the increase in the treatment temperature.

By comparison of the stress–strain relations of the three rocks, it is seen that the rock generally fails in a brittle manner, i.e., the stress drops to a low level rapidly in the post-peak deformation stage. However, with an increase in the treatment, the stress–strain curve for marble specimen changes from brittle to slightly strain-softening [17]. The results show that the ductility of marble is slightly increased.
as the treatment temperature increases. It is also seen from the results that the quartz sandstone and granite are more brittle than the marble. The results are in a good agreement with those obtained from geological characteristic of the examined rocks. In addition, the increase in the nonlinearity of the initial deformation stage with increasing treatment temperature for marble is more stable and smooth when compared with those of quartz sandstone and granite. The nonlinearity in the initial deformation stage of the stress–strain curve is only prominent when the applied temperature is above 600 °C. This is mainly due to the fact that the α-β transition of quartz is about 573 °C.

3.1.4. Failure Mode

Figure 8 presents the failure modes of the quartz sandstone specimens with different temperatures in the treatment. It is seen from the results that the failure mode of the rock is significantly affected by the thermal treatment. All the tested quartz sandstone specimens generally fail in a brittle splitting manner. However, the integrity after failure is different for rock specimens with different temperatures in the treatment. For rock specimens under higher treatment temperature, the integrity is generally lower when compared with those under lower treatment temperature. More fragments can be observed after the failure of the specimen as the treatment temperature gradually increases. The degradation of specimen integrity after failure can be used as an indication to assess the thermal damage [16,34].

![Figure 8. Failure modes of quartz sandstone specimens under different treatment temperatures. (a) 25 °C (room temperature); (b) 200 °C; (c) 400 °C; (d) 600 °C; (e) 800 °C; and (f) 1000 °C.](image)

The failure modes of marble specimens under different treatment temperatures were reported by Rong et al. [17]. It is seen from the results that the failure mode of the rock is significantly influenced by the thermal treatment. The specimen with low temperature in the treatment fails in a brittle splitting manner. However, the failure changes from splitting to single shear as the treatment temperature increases. The results reveal that the ductility of marble specimen is greatly enhanced due to thermal treatment, which is in a general good agreement with the results obtained from the stress–strain relation. Similarly to the results of quartz sandstone, more fragments can be observed after the failure of the specimen with an increase in the treatment temperature.

The failure modes of the granite specimens with different temperatures in the treatment are presented in Figure 9. Failure mode of the granite specimen is significantly affected by the thermal treatment. In general, because the granite specimens are loaded under a confining pressure of 10 MPa, the failure of all the tested granite specimens is shear. However, the integrity of the granite specimen after failure is different. When a higher temperature is applied, the specimen integrity after failure is low. On the contrary, the specimen integrity is high if a lower temperature is used. As the treatment temperature gradually increases, more fragments can be observed after failure of the specimen.
The AE technique is a method which has been proven to be useful to investigate the microcracking behavior of rock specimens during loading [4,17,37]. As pointed out by Eberhardt et al. [52], the recorded AE activity was mainly associated with grain boundary movement, dislocations, or closure, initiation, propagation, and coalescence of microcracks along or inside mineral grains. In this section, the AE characteristics of the three thermally-damaged rocks are investigated.

The evolutions of AE parameters in terms of accumulated AE counts and AE hits in response to the change of the axial strain for quartz sandstone specimens under different treatment temperatures are presented in Figure 10. The results show that the evolutions of the two AE parameters can correlate to the stress–strain curves satisfactorily. There is basically no AE signals being detected in the pre-peak deformation stage. The AE signals then initiate and increase rapidly when the stress–strain curve enters into the peak stage, which indicates that the examined quartz sandstone is very brittle. It is also found that as the treatment temperature increases, the AE signals in the initial stage become more prominent, especially for the specimen thermally treated with a temperature of 1000 °C. This is because more microcracks are generated when a higher treatment temperature is applied. The closure of these thermally-induced microcracks will lead to more dramatic AE activities in the initial deformation stage. Meanwhile, as a high treatment temperature is applied, more AE signals will be recorded in the pre-peak stage, indicating that the brittleness of the rock is largely weakened as the treatment temperature increases.

The evolutions of AE parameters in terms of accumulated AE counts and AE hits in the entire deformation process for marble specimens under different treatment temperatures are reported by Rong et al. [17]. It is seen from the results that basically no AE signals are detected in the initial deformation process if the specimen is experienced no thermal damage. The AE signals then begin to increase when the stress is about 0.4 times the peak stress. The AE signals increase rapidly when the stress approaches about 0.8 times the peak strength. However, with an increase of the temperature in the treatment, the AE signals in the initial stage become more prominent. The results indicate that more micro-cracks will be generated as the treatment temperature increases. The total AE signals in the entire deformation process are found to decrease as higher treatment temperature is applied to the specimen.

**Figure 9.** Failure modes of granite specimens under different treatment temperatures. (a) 25 °C (room temperature); (b) 400 °C; (c) 600 °C; and (d) 800 °C.
Some occasional stress drops in the stress–strain curve can be observed when the treatment temperature is low. The corresponding AE signals recorded at this stage are found to increase drastically. Because the marble specimen is relatively isotropic in texture and the mineral grains are generally well cemented to each other, this “sudden stress drop” phenomenon is mainly associated with the dislocation or breakage of minerals or grain boundary movement in the rock specimen during loading. The sudden slip or breakage of minerals along the grain boundaries will induce a transient stress relaxation, which will result in a sudden stress drop in the stress–strain curve and lead to a large amount of AE activities. However, the “sudden stress drop” phenomenon is not observed when the treatment temperature is high (i.e., 400 °C and 600 °C). The results reveal that the brittleness of the marble specimen is weakened when a higher treatment temperature is applied.

The evolutions of AE parameters in terms of accumulated AE counts and AE hits in the entire deformation process for granite specimens under different treatment temperatures are presented in Figure 11. Similarly to the results of quartz sandstone, almost no AE signals can be detected in the pre-peak deformation stage and the AE signals then multiply when the stress approaches the peak value. The phenomenon exists even when the applied treatment temperature is high. The results indicate that the examined granite is also very brittle. Meanwhile, it is also seen from the results that the total AE signals in the entire deformation process decrease as the applied treatment temperature gradually increases.
when a quartz-rich rock is loaded, the failure is more brittle when compared with that of a calcite-rich rock. Quartz sandstone and granite are more brittle than the examined marble. Hence, the failure of the quartz sandstone and granite will be violent when the AE energy in the form of microcracking stored in the specimen is high enough. The results are also in a good agreement with the failure modes observed in the quartz sandstone and granite as mentioned in the above section. In addition, because the quartz sandstone and granite is brittle, more AE activities are recorded in the entire loading process when compared with those of marble.

3.3. Discussion

In this study, the influence of high temperature treatment on the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic of three rocks are experimentally investigated. The results show that the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic in response to thermal damage are quite different for the examined three rocks. The mechanical properties, such as P-wave velocity, strength, and Young’s modulus of the three rocks generally show a decreasing trend as the applied treatment temperature increases. However, because the quartz sandstone has a large porosity, these mechanical parameters increase to some extent when the treatment temperature is low and show a monotonous decrease as the temperature in the treatment is high. It is indicated that the difference in porosity of rocks has a large influence on the strength and deformation behavior in response to thermal loading. In addition, the results interpreted from stress–strain relation, failure model, and AE characteristic generally reveal that the quartz sandstone and granite is more brittle than the examined marble. Hence, the failure of the two rocks is more violent when compared with that of marble. The results are in a general good agreement with the results obtained from the geological characteristic of the rocks. It is inferred that when a quartz-rich rock is loaded, the failure is more brittle when compared with that of a calcite-rich rock.
rock. This phenomenon is probably due to the fact the quartz has a higher strength and hardness than the calcite.

Overall, the results in this study show that the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic in response to the change of treatment temperature is different for various rock types. Different rocks are associated with different microstructures, including degree of weathering, degree of interlocking, porosity, texture, foliation, mineralogical composition, grain size distribution, and micro-defects such as micro-cracks, voids, and cleavage planes [53–60]. All these factors contributing in influencing the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic of rocks under a post high temperature condition. One limitation of this study is that the microscopic examinations such as X-ray diffraction analysis, microscopic observation using scanning electron microscopy or polarizing microscopy, and X-ray computerized tomography are not conducted. Future work will emphasize on the microscopic investigation of thermal damage effect on rock behavior. These microscopic techniques provides powerful tools in characterizing the thermal cracking mechanism of rocks in response to thermal loading. Anyway, the results in this study provide some insights in understanding the thermal damage on rocks from a microscopic view.

4. Conclusions

This study experimentally investigates the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic of three rocks (i.e., sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous) after exposure to different high temperatures. The results in this study show that the mechanical behavior and AE characteristics of different rock types in response to thermal treatment are quite different. In general, the mechanical properties including P-wave velocity, compressive strength, and Young’s modulus for the three rocks show a decreasing trend as the temperature applied to the rock increases. However, because the examined quartz sandstone has a large porosity, these mechanical properties first increase to a certain extent and then decrease as the treatment temperature increases. In addition, the results interpreted from stress–strain curve, failure mode, and AE characteristic show that the failure of quartz-rich rock (i.e., quartz sandstone and granite) is more brittle when compared with that of calcite-rich rock (i.e., marble). Hence, more AE activities can be detected in quartz sandstone and granite than in marble and the recorded AE activities mostly accumulate when the stress approaches the peak strength. However, the ductility is enhanced to some extent as the treatment temperature increases for the three examined rocks. The accumulated AE activities are also found to show a decreasing trend as the temperature applied to the rock increases.

The results in this study provide some sights in understanding how the differences in rock type (i.e., porosity and mineralogical composition) on the mechanical behavior and AE characteristic of rocks in response to thermal treatment. However, in order to have a more comprehensive examination of how microstructure affects the thermal cracking, microscopic investigation techniques such as X-ray diffraction analysis, microscopic observation using scanning electron microscopy or polarizing microscopy, and X-ray computerized tomography can be used in future studies. This is a promising topic in rock mechanics and rock engineering.
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